
E x p e r i e n c e s  a m o n g  o r a n g e  t r e e s



The orange tree farm is located in Carcaixent, 40 km from Valencia.
a town known as the “Cradle of the Orange”
because the cultivation of sweet oranges began for its
export at the end of the 18th century.

In the mid-19th century, the Ribera family began cultivating the fields and in
1870 José Ribera built the current house, recognized as a Monumental Garden
for its eclectic style surrounded by gardens in an unbeatable environment. We
invite you to learn about our tradition, culture and passion for oranges, values   
that are still present today, enjoying the Ribera experience among orange trees.



Huerto Ribera gives the opportunity to live a unique experience
among orange trees in an emblematic and typical Valencian place. 

Experience among orange trees

Live the Garden

A complete experience for all the senses and audiences thanks to the
modernization carried out in Huerto Ribera. Getting to know the culture,
tasting products, connecting with nature and seeing how cultivation is
done, are just some of the things that visitors to Huerto Ribera experience.



Guided tours
What does our visit include?



Reception and welcome
Brief explanation of Carcaixent,
birthplace of oranges, and the history of
Huerto Ribera.

Visit the farm, fields and gardens
Modernist style façade, walk through
gardens among orange trees, beautiful views
discovering trees and plants

Cultivation explanation 
Flowering, different varieties of citrus fruits,
grafts, irrigation systems, current citrus
situation. 

Citrus harvesting and tasting
There are always citrus fruits to smell, pick
and taste.



Warehouse visit 
Learning the process of brushing,
calibrating and boxing our citrus fruits.
You can make your own box. 

Visit the well
Learn about the steam machinery of 1870.

Tasting
Tasting of orange juice with typical artisanal
Valencian products related to citrus fruits.



Personalized
experiences



Schoolchildren

Team Building

Courses



TEAM 
BUILDING

 Connect with your team
We make our space available to companies and the visit will take place

in teams while we carry out nature tests.
We will also hold contests between the teams to spend unforgettable

moments.

 



Workshops 
Unique



Vermouth
Embark on a unique experience where you will explore the
exciting world of the oldest Valencian Vermouth, made by
the Valsangiacomo family since 1904. Immerse yourself in

the history and origin of this emblematic drink while
surrounding yourself with an incomparable environment.
Not only will you learn about its rich history, but you will

also have the opportunity to make your own artisanal
Vermouth. Enjoy tasting this authentic drink and take

home a sample of the essence of Valencia.



In this workshop, we invite you to explore the diversity of
single-origin specialty coffees. Through a guided tasting,

you will compare the aromatic notes and flavors of the
coffees with the citrus fruits grown in our orchard. Using
the coffee flavor wheel, you will unravel the similarities

and understand the connections behind these flavors. A
sensory experience that will allow you to discover the

fascinating world of coffee flavors and aromas.

Specialty coffee and
citrus tasting.



Typical 
Valencian lunch

Valencian 
Paella menu

“Valencian Essence” 
Tasting Menu

Welcome coffee



In this artistic workshop, capture the beauty of the local
landscapes and orchard in a unique painting. You will
learn from Valencian artists how to create a work of art
that reflects the visual richness of the region. You will
explore techniques and approaches that will help you

capture the essence of natural and rural environments on
your canvas. An opportunity to be inspired by the

environment and create your own piece of Valencian art.

Painting inspired by the
environment



Delve into craftsmanship and creativity in our mosaic
workshop. Here, you will immerse yourself in a unique

process that combines skill and originality when creating
your custom mosaic. Discover how the pieces fit together
perfectly to form a visually striking design. This workshop
is a practical experience in which your hands will give life
to a mosaic that reflects your creativity and personal style.

Mosaic creation



Reserve your
space

Huerto Ribera has incredible spaces so you can enjoy the
following activities: 



Photo shoot  



Events and
celebrations



Here we are!

The Cradle of the Orange Carcaixent

We are in Carcaixent, a town located 40km south of Valencia on the

banks of the Júcar river. It is an authentic stately palace that is

surrounded by centuries-old orange trees and surrounded by a

masonry wall of the period and today it is the family home. It is a

monumental orchard from the late 19th century, surprising for its

architecture and details.



Information and prices 2024
Visits:

Individual visits on the website: www.huertoribera.com (check schedules) Scheduled
visits by reservation for groups (minimum 6 people Monday-Friday and 8 people
Saturday-Sunday).

Basic visit (duration 2 hours)
€18 adult / €10 child from 6 to 16 years old (free from 0 to 5 years old) Corresponds to the
description set out in this dossier.

Collection Visit (duration 2.5 hours):
It includes the basic visit and at the end you will be able to collect about 2 or 3 kg of
oranges or tangerines to take home (in season from December to June).
€24 adult / €15 child from 6 to 16 years (free from 0 to 5 years)

Premium Visit (duration 2.5 hours):
The visit begins with a reception with a welcome orange juice and coffee, then the basic
visit takes place and at the end the adults will be able to taste different typical Valencian
drinks: pink/white Vermouth, Agua de Valencia, Mistela as well as our Valencian liqueurs.
€28 adult / €10 child from 6 to 16 years (free from 0 to 5 years)

School Visits (duration 2.5 hours):
For groups minimum 20 students Basic Rate €6 (includes visit with jam, honey and
orange roll tasting).
Orange juice: €1 additional English/French visit: €50 additional group

Prices Valid until December 31, 2024 VAT 21% included



Workshops:
Groups between 10 minimum people and 30 maximum.
Includes a 1-hour visit to the farm.

Vermouth / Agua Valencia Workshop: €35 (Duration 1h) Mosaic Workshop: €40 (Duration
2h) Coffee Tasting Workshop: €35 (Duration 1h)

Meals: (Groups maximum 20-50 people):
Welcome coffee: €15 Valencian Lunch: €30 / Paella Lunch: €55 / Tasting Menu: €75

Photographic report and space rental:
From €50/pax or €100/hour

Team building: (groups between 20 and 50 people) Includes welcome coffee, visit,
projector with chairs for half a day (€40/pax) Other team activities, consult rates

Way to pay:
20% at the time of booking
80% remaining 7 days before the activity.

Visit cancellation policy:
Up to 15 days before 100% refund Up to 5 days before 70% refund Up to 2 days before
50% refund

Languages: Spanish, English, French, Valencian.
The language applies to the entire group (other languages   consult)

Prices Valid until December 31, 2024
VAT 21% included

Information and prices 2024



Huerto Ribera

visitas@huertoribera.com

www.huertoribera.com

Carcaixent, Valencia

@huertoribera

+ 34 696 945 120 / + 34 663 620 985


